Abstract-The paper deal method of identification useful signals, the disturbance and interference operating hexapod platform management system for modeling large-scale marine spatial pitching ship.
I. INTRODUCTION
The platform of a hexapod is intended for commission of the movement on the set spatial trajectory. The accuracy of the navigation platform is largely determined by the structure and the parameters of control system. As is well-known [1] the optimum control system mobile can be synthesized by an object in the presence of the models of an object of steering and indignations operating in real field environment. The first step on the way of receiving these models is identification of dynamics of signals which work in highways of steering of the provision of a platform.
The analysis of [2] , [3] showed that the existing models of dynamics of signals are got as a result of mathematical modeling a work of control system hexapods. Therefore, probe of dynamics of the signals operating in paths of steering of the provision of a platform of a hexapod according to natural modeling are urgent.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The purpose of research consists in identification of the useful signals, indignations and hindrances operating in a control system of a platform of a hexapod when modeling spatial rolling of the large-capacity sea ship [4] .
For achievement of purpose it is necessary to solve the problem of determining the characteristics of navigation signals which operate in governance paths by experimental data.
The analysis of references showed that similar researches were conducted by method of mathematical modeling at the determined program signals and lack of hindrances of measurement. An analysis of the characteristics of MEMS accelerometers and signal waveform change in the position of the control paths hexapod platform justifies the need for more accurate models of these signals. Based on the results obtained in [1] , [3] , [5] it is advisable to perform a refinement of the method of identification.
The problem of identification is that the obtained as a result of active experiment records the signals acting at the input and output of the control object, to find unbiased and consistent estimates of the matrices of spectral and mutual spectral density of the useful signals, disturbances and interference, which act in the position control paths platform.
Basic data for identification should be obtained as a result of the full-scale simulation.
Natural modeling is executed with use of the machinehexapod with the 3D MEMS accelerometer established on it, shown in Fig. 1 . During the experiment, the inputs of the drive control system hexapod fed implementation of vector program signals that simulate change in position of the center of ship's marine mass relative to the inertial basis. 
where r x is the projection of the acceleration of gravity on the sensitivity х axis; r y is the projection of the acceleration of gravity on the sensitivity у axis; Т is the transposition symbol.
On the way out acts vector
where x x is the accelerometer measured value of the projection of the absolute acceleration of the device base on the x axis; x y is the accelerometer measured value of the projection of the absolute acceleration of the device base on the y axis. Often vectors (1) and (2) do not coincide because of the measurement noise φ and the dynamics of the object which characterizes the transfer function matrix W.
Acceleration is accompanied by a noise vector φ
where x  are accelerometers noise on the x channel; y  are accelerometers noise on the y channel.
According to the known data vectors r, х, φ by BlackmanTukey's method found spectral estimation and mutual spectral densities of the signal, shown in Fig. 5 .
The algorithm uses the Blackman-Tukey method involves the following computational steps:
 search smoothed estimates of the correlation functions of centered random processes;
 calculation of the discrete Fourier transform of the estimates of the correlation functions for which the trigonometric functions are calculated once;
 correction of the sampling parameters and the time window;
 assessment of positive definiteness of the matrix spectral and mutual spectral densities;
 repeatestimates the smoothing in the frequency domain. 
IV. RESULTS
As a result of the approximation of the estimates obtained by the method of logarithmic frequency characteristics matrix composed of spectral densities S rr , S xx , S φφ , which have the form 
where S rr1 is the spectral density of the projection changes the gravitational acceleration on the x axis, which equals   
where S xx1 is the spectral density of the measured values of the projection accelerometer absolute acceleration device bases on the x-axis, is equal 
S xx2 is the mutual spectral density between the measured values of the projections accelerometer absolute acceleration device bases on the x and y axis, which equals 
S xx3 is the mutual spectral density between the measured values of the projections accelerometer absolute acceleration device bases on the y and x axis, which equals 
is the spectral density of the measured values of the projection accelerometer absolute acceleration device bases on the y-axis, is equal Thus, we have transposed the fractional-rational matrix spectral and cross-spectral density vector policy signals and interference multidimensional object for the navigation tests.
The analysis graphs of the spectral density of acceleration on the inputs and outputs from platform with accelerometer show that up to a frequency of 1 s -1 platform accurately reproduces the pitching ship. In the frequency range from 3 to 30 s -1 there are significant distortion due to the influence of the dynamics control system and platform for the accelerometer of the program signal transfer.
Consideration the spectral density graphs of accelerometer noise shows that their dispersion is unevenly distributed at frequencies up to 0.5 rad / s.
V. CONCLUSION
Reviewed in the article approach to the identification of useful signals, the disturbance and noise, operating hexapod platform management system for modeling the spatial pitching marine vessel, provides the data necessary for the further synthesis of the optimal structure of the control system of a multidimensional control of the movable object.
